design features

- a continuous line of metal detailing
defines the edge and creates a strong
visual line within the space
- a sense of openness and light is
achieved through the use of the metal
- storage can be shaped in multiple ways
creating valuable space where
needed most

components
METAL FRAME
1 1/4” square tube protects face edges
from impact
LAMINATE
3/4” construction ensures durability in
high impact areas. 1” thick tops provide
visual substance. Edges are sealed with
PVC edge banding
DRAWER SLIDES
metal drawer sides with integrated ballbearing rollers, positive stop and 1/2”
laminate back and bottom
BED FRAME
2” angle iron frame on 1 1/4” square
metal legs. Supplied with 1/2” white
laminate platform sealed with PVC edge
banding. Platform is supplied in two
pieces for easy handling
HANDLES
- handle shown in brochure is GLOW in
chrome
- standard handle is NERO96 in chrome
- optional handles are available at
campusfurniture.ca | finishes

finishes
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LAMINATE
for available laminate colors see
campusfurniture.ca | finishes
METAL
- silver epoxy is standard
- optional colors are available at
campusfurniture.ca | finishes

DE Design Corp.
6399 Netherhart Road
Mississauga, Ontario
L5T 1B8

t: 905.670.6617
tf: 800.313.3446
dedesigncorp.com

Durability is of paramount consideration in these demanding environments.
Each material is selected for its strength and performance. Quality core
materials are surfaced in wear-resistant laminate and impact resilient
edging. 1” thick surfaces and 3/4” gables provide visual and structural
strength. Metal to metal connectors ensure added durability at all
connection points.
This streamlined, well-defined line offers variation in desk, wardrobe and
dresser configuration. The option of an overhead hutch on the desk helps
to maximize the space of the student room. Mobile pedestals allow for
flexibility, and additional storage space.

DE Design understands its responsibility as a corporate citizen to protect and
preserve the environment. As such, we maintain strict guidelines in all aspects
of managing our environmental impact. From how we design and build our
products, to the materials we use in them; how we maintain our facilities and
dispose of any hazardous materials, we take environmental responsibility
seriously. For full details please visit dedesigncorp.com

GeO
1 1/4” square steel tube defines this line of
sophisticated student furniture. Outlining
the profile, bringing definition and clarity
to the styling, this detailing ensures impact
resistance at leading edges. The uniformity
and consistency of height creates a strong
visual within the room.

